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Abstract Coarse-grained simulation schemes are increasing-
ly gaining popularity in the scientific community because of
the significant speed up granted, allowing a considerable ex-
pansion of the accessible time and size scales accessible to
molecular simulations. However, the number of compatible
force fields capable of representing ensembles containing dif-
ferent molecular species (i.e., Protein, DNA, etc) is still limit-
ed. Here, we present a set of parameters and simplified repre-
sentation for lipids compatible with the SIRAH force field for
coarse-grained simulations (http://www.sirahff.com). We
show that the present model not only achieves a correct
reproduction of structural parameters as area per lipid and
thickness, but also dynamic descriptors such as diffusion
coefficient, order parameters, and proper temperature driven
variations. Adding phospholipid membranes to the existing
aqueous solution, protein and DNA representations of the
SIRAH force field permit considering the most common
problems tackled by the biomolecular simulation community.
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Introduction

The application of GPU acceleration on molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations combined with coarse grained (CG) models
allows the study of biological systems beyond the order of 106

particles with modest computational resources, thus encour-
aging us to rethink the design and size of our simulation boxes
[1]. In this sense, there is great interest in the generation of
parameters for lipid molecules that could act as building
blocks to model different arrangements of membranes such
as planar bilayers, micelles, vesicles, etc. In particular, phos-
pholipids are the main lipid constituent of eukaryotic cell
membranes and its inclusion in in silico experiments opens
the possibility to study different biological scenarios where
the compartmentalization and scaffold provided by lipid bi-
layers is fundamental. The study of cell penetrating peptides
[2, 3], transmembrane protein behavior [4, 5], cell membrane
potentials [6], and vesicular transport [7, 8] are just some of
the many possibilities of systems to explore in the continuous
expanding field of biomolecular simulations.

Our group has developed a CG force field for biomolecules
named SIRAH (http://www.sirahff.com) using a standard
pairwise Hamiltonian common to most MD simulation
packages containing topologies and parameters for DNA [9]
and proteins [10]. Here, we present the parameterization of the
phospholipid 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DMPC), adding a new type of biological molecule to the
SIRAH force field. Even though CG models for lipids have
been profusely developed by different groups [11–14], their
inclusion in our force field combined with the explicit CG
representation of aqueous solvation named WatFour and CG
electrolytes [15], generates a broad set of parameters to
simulate biomolecular systems that overcome some common
limitations of other CG force fields like the use of uniform
dielectric constant, implicit or no ionic strength effect, lack of
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long-range interactions, use of topological information to
maintain the secondary structure, etc.

Methods

Derivation of the model

In accord with the SIRAH’s philosophy, the parameterization
of the phospholipid was pursued following a top-down ap-
proach fitting structural features, such as area per lipid (AL),
thickness, and density profiles of different species across the
computational box. The election of DMPC was due to its
simplicity and other phospholipids containing unsaturated ac-
yl chains and different polar heads will be presented in a future
publication. The CG representation for DMPC was modeled
following the mapping scheme proposed by Shelley et al.
[16]. To ensure the compatibility with previous protein param-
eters we used bead types representing functional groups al-
ready present in the SIRAH force field [10]. The non-bonded
interaction parameters are indicated for each bead in Fig. 1.
All intermolecular interactions are calculated within the same
Hamiltonian function used by standard MD simulations (see
Computational details).

Van der Waals (vdW) interactions between choline and
phosphate beads are not calculated according to the Lorentz-
Berthelot combination rules. We set these specific corrections
to avoid over stabilization of salt bridges between these polar
beads [10]. The partial charge distribution was assigned with
the simple criterion of charge groups that add up to zero or a
integer number for each molecule [10]. Beads were represent-
ed with a uniform mass of 50 a.u., bonded with spring con-
stants of 41,840 kJ mol−1 nm−2, and angle bending constants
of 627.6 kJ mol−1 rad−2 for polar heads, i.e., the same param-
eters used for CGmodels of protein and DNA.We test varying

angle bending constants for lipid tails within a range of 10 kJ
mol−1 rad−2 to 20 kJ mol−1 rad−2, evaluating AL and thickness
values. We finally choose a value of 14 kJ mol−1 rad−2, which
fits better with experimental data. Equilibrium distances for
bond and angular stretching were taken from Shelley et al.
[16].

Computational details

Starting configurations were generated with PACKMOL [17],
obtaining patches composed of 64 and 128 DMPC molecules
per leaflet, the larger DMPC bilayer was employed for its study
in ionic solutions. The fine grain bilayers were converted to CG
using an ad hoc script included in SIRAH Tools [18].
Simulations were performed using GROMACS 2016.1
(http://www.gromacs.org) [1] with a time step of 20 fs
updating the neighbor list every 10 steps. Electrostatic
interactions were calculated using particle mesh Ewald
(PME) [19] with a direct cut off of 1.2 nm using the same value
for interactions. Energy minimization involved 5000 iterations
using the steepest descent algorithm. All systems were equili-
brated for 5 ns applying positional restraints of 1000 kJ mol−1

nm−2 to all heavy atoms of DMPC, employing an isothermal-
isobaric (NPT) ensemble. Production MD simulations were
carried out for 1 μs in the absence of any restraints at four
different temperatures (303 K, 313 K, 323 K, and 333 K) using
the v-rescale thermostat [20] and keeping pressure at 1 bar by
means of the Parrinello-Rahman barostat [21] under semi-
isotropic conditions. Three independent trajectories were pro-
duced for each system by generating different initial random
velocities. The analysis of the simulations was performed over
the last 500 ns of the simulation using the analysis tools pro-
vided in the Gromacs package. The AL was obtained dividing
the average area of the simulation box in the X-Y directions by
the number of DMPC molecules corresponding to one leaflet

Fig. 1 Atomistic and CG
representations of DMPC.
Charges are indicated in electron
units while vdW parameters are in
nm and kJ mol−1 for sigma and
epsilon, respectively
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of the bilayer. The bilayer thickness was calculated measuring
the average distance considering only the z-axis between the
centers of mass of the phosphorous beads in each leaflet, min-
imizing the errors due to lateral fluctuations. The lateral diffu-
sion was computed using the Einstein relation based on the
average lateral mean squared displacement (MSD) and calcu-
lated over the position of the phosphate beads. Acyl order pa-
rameters were calculated with the program gmx order.

Results and discussion

Oncewe simulated for 1 μs in a NPTensemble the CGDMPC
bilayers, we focused our analysis on common properties that
have been extensively used as force-field validation strategies
[22]. These include structural (namely density profiles along
the z-axis, interfacial AL, and bilayer thickness) and dynamic
properties such as lipid lateral diffusion coefficient. We also
assessed the ability of the force field to reproduce the effects
that temperature exerts over the properties mentioned above
and compared them with experimental values previously re-
ported by Kučerka et al. [23].

Density profiles

The overall shape of the electron density profile for DMPC
was correctly reproduced with our CG parameters. Figure 2
depicts the position of peaks for DMPC, phosphate beads, CG
water (called WatFour or WT4 for shortness), and CG coun-
terions. A proper hydrophobic-hydrophilic distribution could
be observed, with water molecules not penetrating beyond the
phosphate groups peaks. In the case of CG cations both K+

and Na+ showed a partial approach to the phosphate beads
driven by electrostatic attraction, having higher densities on
the bulk solvent region of the box. This behavior could be
explained considering that CG SIRAH ions posses vdW radii
that match the first minima of the radial distribution function
of hydrated ions as obtained from the neutron diffraction ex-
periment [24], roughly considering an implicit first solvation
shell. On the other hand, bigger Cl− ions were mainly distrib-
uted in the bulk away from the polar heads.

Area per lipid

The interfacial AL constitutes an essential property of lipid
bilayers being directly related with its level of fluidity. This
property was analyzed over the last 500 ns of the three inde-
pendent runs at 303 K and its averaged values were of
0.601 ± 0.007 nm2 in close proximity with those published
by Kučerka et al. (0.599 ± 0.012 nm2). As expected, systems
simulated at higher temperatures resulted in increased values
of AL as a consequence of the higher probability of trans-
gauche isomerization [25]. In our simulation this

isomerization is reproduced by the shift of the angles between
the acyl chains beads toward lower values. This can be ob-
served in the angular distribution plot represented in Fig. 3.

At 323 K AL values were in the range of the experimental
uncertainty reported by Kučerka, while at 333 K this differ-
ence was approximately 5% higher (Fig. 4). This discrepancy
is acceptable if we consider that published estimates of AL can
vary significantly depending on the experimental observable
on which the estimate is based and the model employed to
interpret this data. Indeed, a recent review [22] that compiles

Fig. 2 Normalized number density profiles for DMPC solvated in
150 mMNaCl (a) and 150 mMKCl (b) electrolyte solutions. The profiles
are divided in: whole DMPC (black), phosphate (red), WT4 (cyan), Na+

(yellow), K+ (blue), and Cl− (green). Representative snapshot from the
system solvated in NaCl (c)
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AL experimental values reveals variations ranging from
0.589 nm2 to 0.652 nm2 for DMPC at 300 K.

Thickness

There is a general agreement about how physical properties of
membranes, specially its thickness, determines function, ori-
entation, and sub-cellular localization of integral membrane
proteins [26]. As seen in Fig. 5, thickness values obtained
measuring the distance between the peaks of density profiles
for phosphate beads were between 5% and 10% smaller than
those published by Kučerka et al. Still, it is worth mentioning
that these experimental results correspond to the overall bilay-
er thickness (DB).

On the other hand, neutron scattering experiments estimate
thickness with slightly higher values than those obtained by
X-ray scattering [27]. This value is called head-head thickness
(DHH) and it is defined by the distance between the peaks of
the phosphate head groups in the electron density profiles,
giving more comparable results with those obtained by MD

simulations. Regarding the effect of temperature, once again
the force field reproduced the correct experimental trend
diminishing thickness from 303 K to 333 K.

Lateral diffusion coefficient

The time scales needed to measure translational self-diffusion
are compatible with those reached by MD simulations (a few
hundreds of nanoseconds) and for this reason is widely used to
validate lipid force fields [22]. In order to avoid the overesti-
mation of lateral diffusion created when studying small sized
bilayers [28] the motion of the center of mass of the relevant
leaflet was subtracted from theMSD of each lipid [29]. Lateral
diffusion coefficient for motion parallel with the membrane
plane (DL) for DMPC at 303 K was 28.83 μm2 s−1. This
resulted in good agreement with experimental measurements
obtained by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP) [30] applying a conversion factor of 4 (Table 1).
Similar scaling has been previously reported for other CG
force-field [11].

Acyl order parameters

Lipid acyl chain order parameters are obtained by NMR spec-
troscopy using 2H labeled lipids. In particular, the carbon-
deuterium bond order parameter (SCD) can be calculated from
experimentally determined quadrupolar splittings [31] and

Fig. 3 Angular distribution for acyl chain beads for systems simulated at
temperatures of 303 K (blue), 313 K(red), 323 K (yellow), and 333 K
(green)

Fig. 4 Comparison between SIRAHMD simulations (blue squares) and
experimental (black circles) area per lipid values as a function of
temperature

Fig. 5 Comparison between SIRAHMD simulations (blue squares) and
experimental (black circles) thickness values as a function of temperature

Table 1 Lateral diffussion coefficients for DMPC

SIRAH force-field* Experimental*

303 K 28.83 ± 2.739 6.9

313 K 46.55 ± 3.465

323 K 64.07 ± 4.606

333 K 84.27 ± 4.648

*DL values are expressed in μm
2 s−1
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compared directly with the values computed from MD simu-
lations by means of Eq. (1).

Sz ¼ 3

2
cos2 θz −

1

2
ð1Þ

Since hydrogen is not represented in CG models we
employed a well-known approximation measuring the angle
θz between the z-axis of the simulation box and the vector
from beads Cn-1 to Cn+1 [32]. Figure 6 shows the results av-
eraged over the last 500 ns of simulation indicating that acyl
order parameters present high similarity with experimental
values informed by Petrache et al. [33]. In our case, consider-
ing the mapping conversion scheme of 1 CG bead every 3 Cα,
three values were obtained for each chain (sn−1 and sn−2). For
better visualization -SCD values are plotted only for chain sn

−1. The CG model for DMPC also showed lower order pa-
rameters when temperature increased from 303 K to 333 K in
a similar fashion to the 2H NMR experiments.

Conclusions

New CG parameters for DMPC have been tested and validat-
ed using different structural properties compared against ex-
perimental data, showing good concordance regarding area
per lipid and thickness values, along with sensibility in tem-
perature shifts. The distribution of different hydrophobic and
polar groups and its relation with ionic species and water were
also controlled reproducing correct density profiles. Not only
structural but also dynamics features of the systemwere tested
measuring lateral diffusion coefficients and acyl order param-
eters, the high resemblance of the results with those shown in
literature let us conclude that the parameterization for DMPC
is correct. Together with the previously reported CG models
for DNA and proteins, the inclusion of the phospholipid
DMPC extends the set of topologies offered by the SIRAH

force field for unbiased MD simulations with a speed up be-
tween 2 and 3 orders of magnitude, using explicit solvation
and long-range electrostatics.
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